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Abstract: Search results comprising of unstructured documents are traditionally dis-
played as plain lists, whereas the formulation of complex queries can be aided by
comprehensive visualizations that highlight relevant attributes of the search results.
We propose a visualization concept that incorporates a sentiment analysis of aspects
mentioned in examined documents. Our concept provides a means of iteratively re-
fining the query based upon preliminary search results. After an abstract description
of the concept, we elaborate on its usage in a practical example of filtering customer
reviews in order to choose a restaurant based on user-defined preferences.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, search engines expect an enumeration of features being looked for—such as

keywords that must appear in a document—and results are displayed as a purely sequential

list of references to the found documents. This generic way of searching is suitable for the

web with its diverse kinds of resources. However, users who look for some particular infor-

mation often require more specific queries and start using advanced operators [AKG10].

In addition, they are interested only in particular types of web resources—for instance,

customers looking for a hotel offer wants to find only web resources that contain informa-

tion on hotel rates, they do not want to find artistic images, phone book entries or recipes.

Accordingly, search engines can offer means for defining complex queries and improve

the overview of search results by taking advantage of the special traits of a given resource

kind [Do08].

Often, such querying systems rely on structured information available along with the

search results. This is particularly true in query systems for the Semantic Web [St12],

but can also be observed with other systems, such as image search engines that exam-

ine metadata [Ye03]. While users can examine the search results to manually refine their

query, a direct means of extracting further query restrictions from an intermediary result

set and incorporating them into the query is often missing. This is complicated by the fact

that documents of the same type, but from different data sources, may feature incompati-

ble schemas of structured information, if any, leaving search engines with the unstructured

textual part of the resource as the only guaranteed common feature. We propose Aspect
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Grid, a novel approach that comprises of a natural language processing component extract-

ing relevant information from documents, combined with a user interface that provides an

overview of the active query criteria, as well as options to directly refine the query based

upon the extracted information.

2 Related Work

Results are displayed in a way specific to their type by domain-specific systems, such as

search engines specialized on summarizing news articles [Ra05], as well as by domain-

aware multi-purpose systems that apply different output rules to a variety of search result

types [Bo10]. There have been attempts to structure these results, by creating clusters

of similar subsets [Hi11], by providing an overview of various aspects of each search

result [Iw12], by embedding search results into other visualizations such as maps or time-

lines, and by combining several types of search results in a compound view [Bo11]. More-

over, the search results can be organized into nodes of a topic-map [MP13] or be directly

displayed as a graph [RTB11].

The expressiveness of the queries for which search results are retrieved can be increased

by using faceted approaches that apply individual filter criteria to different aspects of the

dataset. As large amounts of data are available in the form of unstructured text documents,

the language processing community has been researching methods for the automatical ex-

traction of structured information from unstructured data for a long time [MRS08]. Among

these, sentiment analysis has received much attention recently [Li12]. Its goals are the

detection and extraction of subjective information from documents, especially reviews,

using supervised or unsupervised methods [PL08, BE10]. Systems that summarize and

visualize sentiment information from a set of documents have been successfully imple-

mented [Ma11].

While there are various visualization concepts that provide an overview of the facets of

search results, as well as of the information extracted from unstructured documents, few

of them are combined with a visual representation of the active query. Again, techniques

from the Semantic Web tend to support that kind of view by integrating the search results

into a query graph [St12, He09]. Many others, however, display results merely in a sepa-

rate area that has no direct graphical connection to the visualization of the query [Ru08].

Only few specialized systems incorporate a direct means of iteratively refining the query

based on the current result set [Ko09], or deriving a more precise query from intermediary

results [Ha06].

In order to allow for a high degree of expressivity and intuitively show the currently ac-

tive query, search parameters and their mutual connections—such as the logical opera-

tors and and or—, the query expression can be visualized. A variety of approaches for

query visualization has been proposed, based upon a multitude of paradigms such as Venn

diagrams [Jo98], flowcharts [Sh94, Ha06], graphs [Ru08, St12], or custom visual ele-

ments [Sp93]. While they successfully indicate the active search parameters and are to

some extent tightly integrated with the search results, they usually do not provide a direct
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feedback channel for query refinement based on the results; the query has to be updated

manually by the user after looking at the results.

3 The Aspect Grid

In this work, we present the Aspect Grid approach—a visualization technique for filtering

collections of text documents that integrates search parameters and results with the pos-

sibility of refining the query based upon text excerpts from search results. Two sketches

of different states of the visualization are presented in Figure 1. Based upon a collection
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Figure 1: Two depictions of the Aspect Grid visualization being used for filtering restaurant reviews:
Left: All reviews are displayed as no filters have been set up yet. The user is about to select a
restriction for the aspect Price. Right: Several filter criteria have been set up and combined with any
and all operators. The user has opened one review in the preview area and selected a statement in
that review that positively mentions the Presentation aspect. An according filter is suggested, and
as the mouse cursor hovers over it, any rows with suitable values are highlighted by intensifying the
background color. The suggested filter is automatically linked with the all operator.

of text documents from a given domain, our approach first determines important aspects

in the domain. While this is currently done by using a domain-specific prepared list of

aspects, in the future we want to use more advanced techniques to automatically extract

the important aspects [BE10]. Once knowing which aspects are relevant for the current

domain, our system scans each document for mentions of any of the aspects. It then further

calculates the sentiment scores expressed towards the detected aspects using a sentiment
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lexicon-based method, as described by Liu [Li12]. We choose this method because it

works without a domain-specific training dataset. We assign colors to sentiment scores to

make it easier for users to navigate the results. Our sentiment color scores are one for neg-

ative (red), two for neutral (yellow), three for positive (green) and for no finding we use a

empty fields (gray). When a domain-specific dataset annotated with aspects and sentiment

scores is available, the accuracy of our approach can be further improved using supervised

method.

Both the aspects and the recognized sentiments are reflected in the visualization. The

central visual part of the Aspect Grid approach is a grid whose columns correspond with

the various aspects for which statements were found in the texts. At first, each document

that belongs to the general category of texts being examined occupies one row in the grid.

Documents that were excluded by the filter criteria are clustered based on their aspects

and reduced in size. The query to the underlying search engine is expressed graphically

by depicting the restrictions for each aspect right above the respective column. In order to

define different combinations (all, any) of aspect restrictions, these restrictions are visually

linked among each other.

The third part of the visualization is an area that can be used to display the contents of

single search results. As opposed to mere preview displays [Ru08], parts of the text in

that area can be selected and used as a basis for additional query restrictions. The algo-

rithm determines which aspects are most likely addressed in the selected text range, and

what statements are made about them in the selected search result. It then suggests to

add additional filters to obtain only documents that express the same sentiment about the

mentioned aspects.

An area at the bottom of the visualization displays a pie chart indicating how many doc-

uments of the total set match the filter criteria. If the documents of the total set can be

clearly divided into distinct subtopics, there will be several pie charts that can be com-

pared to each other. Figure 1 is shown with the exemplary use case of filtering restaurant

reviews, so the bottom area shows one pie chart per restaurant (in an actual implementa-

tion, restaurant names would be shown instead of placeholders). The radius gives a hint

about the total relative number of reviews per restaurant, and the pie charts are first sorted

by the percentage of reviews matching the filter criteria, then by the number of reviews.

4 Example of Application

In the following, we present a usage scenario that demonstrates the usefulness and appli-

cability of Aspect Grid. Alice wants to find a suitable restaurant for seeing a friend. By

entering the first few search terms such as restaurant, recommendation and the name of

the city, the search engine recognizes that the user is interested only in restaurant reviews.

Therefore, the Aspect Grid visualization is loaded with aspects related to restaurant re-

views. The user starts to check some of the lines in the table and notices that some items

need to be filtered out. She notes that it is important for her that the food has left a posi-

tive impression on the reviewers, or that reviewers had a neutral impression of the food, in
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which case they should have judged the price as positive (“Either the food must be extraor-

dinary, or if it isn’t, it should at least not cost much.”). She adds these three filters—the

state right before adding the filter on the Price aspect is depicted in Figure 1 (left)—and

connects them with the appropriate any and all operators. After selecting and reading

some of the filtered reviews, she discovers a statement about the presentation of the food

in one of the reviews and realizes that she would appreciate that aspect, as well. Therefore,

she highlights the statement in the review text, whereupon a positive judgment of the Pre-

sentation aspect is automatically suggested as a new filter as depicted in Figure 1 (right).

She adds the filter by clicking on the suggestion. The bottom area of the Aspect Grid dis-

play now shows a short list of restaurants, ordered by the ratio of reviews that matched her

filters compared to the reviews that did not match her filters. Thus, based upon her custom

aspect-related review filters, she picks one of the first few restaurants.

While this usage scenario shows a specific application example for Aspect Grid, we are

confident that our approach is useful for iteratively refining filters on any collection of text

documents from which different aspects can be extracted.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an interactive visualization concept that allows for the filtering of doc-

uments based upon aspects that were extracted from unstructured text. Different from the

related works, our approach incorporates the unstructured documents from preliminary re-

sult sets into the visualization in a way that they can be used as a basis for suggestions on

additional filter restrictions. This way the user can build the desired filter more intuitively

and efficiently and thereby achieves his or her intended goal faster.

We are planning to implement a prototype of the visualization and evaluate the usefulness

of the approach in a user study. Possible extensions of the concept that may be recognized

as necessary in user experiments include an enrichment of the data extracted from unstruc-

tured text with structured data, as well as an implicit training method for enhancing the

aspect recognition precision in documents on the fly.
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